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AcceptChanges() method, 198–200
AcceptRejectRule, 134
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SQL Server, 17–19
Active Server Pages. See ASP
ActiveX Data Objects. See ADO
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Add() method, 229
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using, 19
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data structures in, 10–15
managed providers in, 15–19
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Binding. See Data binding
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Chaos isolation level, 73
Char string type, 59
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DataAdapter.FillSchema() method, 125
DataAdapter.RowUpdating() method, 223
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DeleteRule, 133
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Destructive concurrency
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ExecuteNonQuery() method, 55, 78
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ExecuteScalar() method, 56
ExecuteXmlReader() method, 56–57
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  compound expressions, 208
  wildcard, 208
  XPath, 288–291
Extensible Markup Language. See XML
Extensible Stylesheet Language. See XSL
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Fill() method, 113, 117
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GetSchemaTable() method, 96
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HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), 7
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IDataReader interface, 101
IDbCommand interface, 10
IDbCommand.ExecuteNonQuery() method, 10
IDbCommand.ExecuteReader() method, 86, 94
IDbCommand.ExecuteScalar() method, 10
IDbConnection interface, 44
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IIS (Internet Information Server), 4
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Input direction type, 59
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INSERT command, 221, 227–229
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InvalidCastException, 88, 194
IsAutoIncrement value, 99
IsDBNull() method, 91, 93
IsDirty flag, 198
IsKeyColumn value, 98
IsLong value, 98
IsNull() method, 194
IsNullable value, 59
Isolation levels, for transactions, 73–74
IsolationLevel parameter, 217
IsolationLevel enumeration
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    ReadCommitted, 74
    ReadUncommitted, 74
    RepeatableRead, 74
    Serializable, 74
IsOnPrimaryKey property, 138
IsReadOnly value, 98
IsRowVersion value, 98
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JOIN clause, 83–84

KeyInfo value, 90

/l command line option, 165
ListBox, 294, 299, 304, 308
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    SqlDataReader, 85
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DataRows
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    creating, 135–137, 166–168
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DataSets, 12–13
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        MissingSchemaAction.Error, 125
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DBConcurrencyException, 237–238
DELETE command, 225, 229–230
Destructive concurrency, 247–251

DiffGrams
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        using, 280–282
    generating, 274–275

Error handling, 47–48
ExecuteXmlReader(), 57
Field class, 92–93
finally block, 48–49
INSERT command, 225, 228–229
nested tables, 267–269
Null, checking for, 91–92
OLE DB schema information, retrieving, 46
optimistic concurrency, implementing, 220–221
parameters
creating, 60
queries, calling, 67
pessimistic concurrency, 243–247
PrimaryKey property, 128–129
results, multiple, 95
rows
adding, 189
deleting, 190–191
IDENTITY field, 257–258
inserting, 190
RowState, 200–202
SQL Server
access through OLE DB, 16–17
access through SqlClient Managed Provider, 17–18
SQLException handling, 50
stored procedures
calling, without parameter objects, 69
calling, without transactions, 71
wrapping, 60–66
TableMappings, 116–117
transactions
rolling back, 74–75
updating database using, 255–256
using, 71–72
Typed DataSets, 169
capturing events from, 171–172
creating an XSD from, 164–165
default behavior of, changing, 177
simple example of, 154
UPDATE command, 224–225, 231–232
XPath expressions, searching datasets with, 288–289
LoadData() method, 197
LoadDataRow() method, 197–198
Loading into DataTables, 196–198
Local Project Items, Data folder, 155
Locking records, in DataReader, 94
MappingType, 270
Master detail data binding, 302–304
MAX function, 83
Merging datasets, 213–215
Methods
AcceptChanges(), 198–200
BeginEdit(), 195
BeginLoadData(), 196
CancelEdit(), 196
ChangeDatabase(), 31–33
CommandBuilder.RefreshSchema(), 223
Commit, 73
Convert.ChangeType(), 195
CreateNameDataTable(), 178
DataAdapter.Fill(), 116–117, 119
DataAdapter.FillSchema(), 125
DataAdapter.RowUpdating(), 223
DataAdapter.Update(), 14, 219, 221, 222, 224, 243
DataBind(), 307
DataGrid.SetDataBinding(), 300
DataRelationCollection.Add(), 131
DataRowCollection.Add(), 189
DataRowCollection.RemoveAt(), 190
DataRow.Delete(), 190
DataRow.HasVersion(), 200
DataRow.IsNull(), 94
DataSet.AcceptChanges(), 282
DataSet.Merge(), 213–215, 280
DataSet.ReadXml(), 276, 282
DataSet.WriteXML(), 273, 279
DataTable.AcceptChanges(), 198
DataTable.DefaultView(), 205
DataTable.NewRow(), 189
DataTable.NewRowFromBuilder(), 181
DataTable.Select(), 210
DataView.Find(), 212–213
DataView.FindRows(), 212–213
DataView.RowFilter(), 206
EndEdit(), 195
EndLoadData(), 196
ExecuteNonQuery(), 55, 78
ExecuteReader(), 56, 89–90
ExecuteScalar(), 56
ExecuteXmlReader(), 56
Fill(), 113
FillSchema(), 125
GetChanges(), 282
GetChildRows(), 205
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Methods (continued)
- GetName(), 89
- GetOrdinal(), 89
- GetParentRows(), 205
- GetRowType(), 181
- GetSchemaTable(), 96
- IDDataInitialize::GetDataSource(), 36
- IDbCommand.ExecuteNonQuery(), 10
- IDbCommand.ExecuteReader(), 86, 94
- IDbCommand.ExecuteScalar(), 10
- IsDBNull(), 91, 93
- LoadData(), 197
- LoadDataRow(), 197–198
- MoveNext(), 11
- NameDataTable(), 177
- NewRowFromBuilder(), 181
- NextResult(), 95
- OleDbConnection.
  - GetOleDbSchemaTable(), 45
- OleDbConnection.ReleaseObjectPool(), 34
- Read(), 86, 95
- ReadXml(), 120, 278
- Register, 172
- RejectChanges(), 198–199
- ReleaseObjectPool(), 34
- Rollback, 73
- Save, 74
- TableMappings.Add(), 119
- ToString(), 101
- ToStringArray(), 103
- WriteXml(), 276, 282
- WriteXmlSchema(), 282, 283
- Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), 26–27
- Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ), 322
- Migration strategies to ADO.NET
  - ADO applications, rearchitecting, 331
  - command objects, migrating, 342–343
  - connections, migrating, 340–342
  - database manipulation code, 335–338
  - database reporting code, 332–335
  - recordsets, migrating, 343–345
- MissingSchemaAction property, 124–125
- MissingSchemaAction.Add property, 215
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- ModifiedOriginal value, 209
- MoveNext() method, 11
- MSDN (Microsoft Developer Network), 26–27
- MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queue), 322
- /n command line option, 165
- NameDataTable() method, 177
- Namespaces
  - overview, 10
  - relationships among, 11
  - System.Data, 10–11, 18, 110
  - System.Data.Common, 18, 111
  - System.Data.Odbc, 19, 111
  - System.Data.OleDb, 19, 111
  - System.Data.OracleClient, 19, 111
  - System.Data.SqlClient, 19, 111
- Nested tables, 267–269
- NewRowFromBuilder() method, 181
- NextResult() method, 95
- None value, 134, 209
- Null
  - IsDBNull() method, 91, 93
  - overview, 90
  - verbose checking for, 91–92
  - _null value, 166
  - nullValue attribute, 166
  - NumericPrecision value, 98
  - NumericScale value, 98
  - NVarChar string type, 59
- /o command line option, 166
- Object oriented programming (OOP), 315
- ODBC Managed Provider
  - connection pooling and, 36–39
  - connection strings and, 28–29
- ODBC (Open Database Connectivity), 3
- OdbcCommandBuilder, 223
- OleDbDataReader class, 85
- OdbcTransaction object, 71
- OLE DB Managed Provider
  - connection pooling, 34–36
  - connection strings, 26–27
  - overview, 15–16
  - schema information retrieving, 45–46
  - SQL Server access through, 16–17
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- OleDbConnection.GetOleDbSchemaTable() method, 45
- OleDbConnection.ReleaseObjectPool() method, 34
- OleDbDataReader class, 85
- OleDbSchemaGuid class, 46
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OLEDB_SERVICES Registry key, 35
OleDbTransaction object, 71
OOP (object oriented programming), 315
Open Database Connectivity. See ODBC
Operators, comparison operators, 208
Optimistic concurrency
defined, 218
implementing, 220–222
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Oracle Managed Provider
connection pooling, 36
connection strings and, 28
OracleCommandBuilder, 223
ORDER BY clause, 84–85, 100
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Rollback method, 73
RowChanged event, 139–140, 171
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RowDeleted event, 139
RowDeleting event, 139
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RowSet, 11
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Segmentation, 321–322
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